Good
What is good?
ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY
GO FROM IS TO OUGHT
Getting around a city is often challenging. We ought to invent an entirely new kind of personal transportation.
What should we do?
What is ought to be
Designers are philosophers.
Design or craft?
“We’ve done an excellent job of developing products, but a terrible job of designing products.”
— Thomas Wendt, *Design for Dasein*
QUICK TIPS

TOP 5 PHOTOSHOP TIPS AND TRICKS
apartments / housing rentals

• Oct 22 Charming Three Bedroom Home With Attached Two-Car Garage - $2495 / 3br - 1060ft² - (san jose east) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Beautiful Remodeled Home In Great Sunnyvale Neighborhood - $4495 / 3br - 1330ft² - (sunnyvale) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Cozy Downtown Apartment Near Hwy 87/Alma. Close To Light Rail & SJSU - $1495 / 1br - 369ft² - (san jose downtown) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Large Yard- Great for Home Garden - $2050 / 3br - 1222ft² - (concord / pleasant hill / martinez) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Penngrove COUNTRY farmhouse, 2BR + 2 Baths, big sunny 1/2 acre yard - $2450 / 2br - 925ft² - (petaluma) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Pleasanton Townhouse in Vintage Hills area - $2400 / 2br - 1100ft² - (dublin / pleasanton / livermore) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 400 SQ FT APARTMENT RENT NEGOTIABLE FOR RIGHT PERSON - $1560 / 400ft² - (burlingame) [x]
• Oct 22 Bright Airy Excellent Montclair Location - $3300 / 3br - 1450ft² - (oakland piedmont / montclair) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Spacious 3 bedroom 2 bath house - $1900 / 3br - 1412ft² - (vallejo / benicia) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Laurel Heights Edwardian. 4 bedroom single family. Parking for 3 cars - $7950 / 4br - 2400ft² - (laurel hts / presidio) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Bright and huge 2 Bedroom, 2.5 bathroom - $2550 / 2br - 1125ft² - (santa clara) pic map [x]
• Oct 22 Short Term Rental - Detached Studio - $700 / 200ft² - (sonoma) [x]
Anthropology

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about Anthropology in the 20th and 21st centuries. For earlier development, see History of anthropology. For other uses, see Anthropology (disambiguation).

Anthropology is the study of humanity. Its main subdivisions are social and cultural anthropology, which describes the workings of societies around the world, linguistic anthropology, which investigates the influence of language in social life, and biological or physical anthropology, which concerns long-term development of the human organism. Archaeology, which studies past human cultures through investigation of physical evidence, is thought of as a branch of anthropology in the United States, although in Europe, it is viewed as a discipline in its own right, or related to other disciplines. Eric R. Wolf states "Ideas about race, culture and peopleshop or ethnicity have long served to orient anthropology's inquiries."
What creates (enduring) value?
Coastal Maine Cottage
Sunny, ME, United States
4.8 • 99 Reviews

$90 Per Night

Check In: mm/dd/yyyy
Check Out: mm/dd/yyyy
Guests: 1

Instant Book
Dear Public Library System,

We hope you use some of the $12 million in hotel taxes to keep the library open later.

Love,
Airbnb
Design problems are philosophical problems.
Good?
“Move fast and break things. Unless you are breaking stuff, you are not moving fast enough.”

— Mark Zuckerberg
“Facebook is a community where people use their **authentic** identities.”
The question is the tool.
WHY DO WE DO WHAT WE DO?
Thank you.